2.10 Geology/Soils/Seismic/Topography
2.10.1

Regulatory Setting

This section discusses geology, soils, and seismic concerns as they relate to public safety and
project design. Earthquakes are prime considerations in the design and retrofit of structures. The
Caltrans Office of Earthquake Engineering is responsible for assessing the seismic hazard for
Caltrans’ projects. Structures are designed using Caltrans’ Seismic Design Criteria (SDC). The
SDC provides the minimum seismic requirements for highway bridges designed in California. A
bridge’s category and classification will determine its seismic performance level and which
methods are used to estimate the seismic demands and structural capabilities. For more
information, please see Caltrans’ Division of Engineering Services, Office of Earthquake
Engineering, SDC.
2.10.1.1 Federal
For geologic and topographic features, the key federal law is the Historic Sites Act of 1935,
which establishes a national registry of natural landmarks and protects “outstanding examples of
major geological features.”
2.10.1.2 State
Topographic and geologic features are protected under CEQA and the state regulations described
below.
Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act
California’s Alquist-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zoning Act (Alquist-Priolo Act) (Public Resources
Code [PRC] Section 2621 et seq.), originally enacted in 1972 as the Alquist-Priolo Special
Studies Zones Act and renamed in 1994, is intended to reduce risks to life and property from
surface fault rupture during earthquakes. The Alquist-Priolo Act prohibits the location of most
types of structures intended for human occupancy 1 across the traces of active faults and strictly
regulates construction in the corridors along active faults (earthquake fault zones). It also defines
criteria for identifying active faults, giving legal weight to terms such as active, and establishes a
process for reviewing building proposals in and adjacent to earthquake fault zones.
Under the Alquist-Priolo Act, faults are zoned, and construction along or across them is strictly
regulated if they are “sufficiently active” and “well defined.” A fault is considered sufficiently
active if one or more of its segments or strands shows evidence of surface displacement during
Holocene time (defined for purposes of the act as referring to approximately the last 11,000
years). A fault is considered well defined if its trace can be identified clearly by a trained
1

With reference to the Alquist-Priolo Act, a structure for human occupancy is defined as one “used or intended for
supporting or sheltering any use or occupancy, which is expected to have a human occupancy rate of more than
2,000 person-hours per year” (CCR Title 14, Div. 2, Section 3601[e]).
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geologist at the ground surface, or in the shallow subsurface using standard professional
techniques, criteria, and judgment (Bryant and Hart 2007).
Seismic Hazards Mapping Act
Like the Alquist-Priolo Act, the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act of 1990 (PRC Sections 2690–
2699.6) is intended to reduce damage resulting from earthquakes. While the Alquist-Priolo Act
addresses surface fault rupture, the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act addresses other earthquakerelated hazards, including strong ground shaking, liquefaction, and seismically induced
landslides. Its provisions are similar in concept to those of the Alquist-Priolo Act—the state is
charged with identifying and mapping areas at risk of strong ground shaking, liquefaction,
landslides, and other corollary hazards; and cities and counties are required to regulate
development within mapped seismic hazard zones.
Under the Seismic Hazards Mapping Act, permit review is the primary mechanism for local
regulation of development. Specifically, cities and counties are prohibited from issuing
development permits for sites within seismic hazard zones until appropriate site-specific
geologic and/or geotechnical investigations have been carried out and measures to reduce
potential damage have been incorporated into the development plans. Geotechnical
investigations conducted within Seismic Hazard Zones must incorporate standards specified by
California Geological Survey Special Publication 117a, Guidelines for Evaluating and
Mitigating Seismic Hazards (California Geological Survey 2008).
Clean Water Act Section 402 General Permit for Construction and Other Land
Disturbance Activities (General Order 2010-0014-DWQ)
The CWA is discussed in detail in Section 2.9, “Water Quality.” However, because CWA
Section 402 is directly relevant to grading activities, additional information is provided herein.
Section 402 of the CWA mandates that certain types of construction activity comply with the
requirements of EPA’s NPDES program. EPA has delegated to the State Water Board the
authority for the NPDES program in California, where it is implemented by the state’s nine
RWQCBs.
Dischargers whose projects disturb 1 or more acres of soil, or whose projects disturb less than
1 acre but are part of a larger common plan of development that in total disturbs 1 or more acres,
are required to obtain coverage under the General Order 2010-0014-DWQ. Construction activity
subject to this permit includes clearing, grading, and disturbances to the ground such as
stockpiling or excavation, but does not include regular maintenance activities performed to
restore the original line, grade, or capacity of the facility. General Construction Permit applicants
are required to prepare a Notice of Intent and a SWPPP, and to implement and maintain BMPs to
avoid adverse effects to receiving water quality as a result of construction activities, including
earthwork.
Coverage under the General Construction Permit is obtained by submitting permit registration
documents to the State Water Board that include a risk-level assessment and a site-specific
SWPPP identifying an effective combination of erosion control, sediment control, and non-storm
water BMPs. The General Construction Permit requires that the SWPPP define a program of
regular inspections of the BMPs and, in some cases, sampling of water quality parameters.
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Because the proposed project would result in the disturbance of an area greater than 1 acre, the
project applicant will need to obtain coverage under the NPDES General Construction Activity
Storm Water Permit and obtain a state NPDES Stormwater Permit from the Central Valley
RWQCB.
2.10.1.3 Local
City of Rocklin
The City of Rocklin General Plan addresses seismic and geologic hazards in its Community
Safety Element (City of Rocklin 2012). The following goals and policies are applicable to the
project.
Goal for Community Safety. To minimize danger from hazards and to protect residents and
visitors from earthquake, fire, flood, other natural disasters, and human-created hazards such as
train derailment, industrial accidents, acts of war or terrorism, and accidental release of harmful
materials.
Policy S-20. Provide for seismic safety and structural integrity in residential, commercial,
industrial and public facilities through Building Code enforcement.
Policy S-21. Require site-specific geotechnical studies of development proposals in areas subject
to landslide potential, erosion, and/or slope instability.

City of Roseville
The City of Roseville General Plan 2025 addresses seismic and geologic hazards in its Safety
Element (City of Roseville 2010). The following goals and policies are applicable to the project.
Goal 1. Minimize injury and property damage due to seismic activity and geologic hazards.
Policy 3. Minimize soil erosion and sedimentation by maintaining compatible land uses, suitable
building designs, and appropriate construction techniques.
Policy 4. Comply with state seismic and building standards in the design and siting of critical
facilities including police and fire stations, school facilities, hospitals, hazardous material
manufacture and storage facilities, bridges, and large public assembly halls.
Policy 5. Create and adopt slope development standards prior to or as part of the planning process
for any area identified as having significant slope.

2.10.2

Affected Environment

This section is a summary of the analysis documented in the Structures Preliminary
Geotechnical Report prepared for the project (Blackburn Consulting 2014). The report is
available on the project website at http://8065interchange.org/.
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2.10.2.1 Regional Geology
Placer County is on the eastern margin of the Great Valley Geomorphic Province. The Great
Valley is bounded by the Cascade and Klamath Ranges to the north, the Coast Ranges to the
west, and the Sierra Nevada to the east. Thick sequences of alluvial (stream), lacustrine (lake),
and marine (ocean) sediments are deposited on the valley floor. The thickness of these deposits
ranges from a thin veneer at the margins of the valley to thousands of feet in the middle of the
valley.
2.10.2.2 Site Geology
The project site is underlain by several geologic units. These units are shown in the geologic map
prepared for the project (Figure 2.10-1).
The Rocklin Pluton (a granitic intrusive formation) underlies the northeastern portion of the
project site, immediately west of the Rocklin Road interchange. The weathering of this unit
ranges from intensely weathered to decomposed, to a depth of up to 10 feet.
The Mehrten Formation underlies the western portion of SR 65. This unit is a volcanic deposit of
Miocene age (5 to 20 million years old); in the project area, it is made up of andesitic, volcanic
mudflow breccia, and cobble conglomerate. Weak claystones may be present near the base of the
Mehrten Formation, particularly at the eastern portion of the I-80/SR 65 interchange.
The Riverbank and Turlock Lake Formations underlie much of I-80 at the project site. These
units are alluvial deposits formed during the Late to Middle Pleistocene (more than 150 million
years ago) and are made up of sands, gravels, and clays.
More recent alluvial deposits are likely present in the shallow drainages that cross the project
site, such as Secret Ravine and Miners Ravine. These deposits are made up primarily of loose
sand and gravel.
Table 2.10-1, which is reproduced from the geotechnical report prepared for the project
(Blackburn Consulting 2014), describes the subsurface soil and rock conditions expected along
the alignment.
2.10.2.3 Primary Seismic Hazards
The State of California considers two aspects of earthquake events primary seismic hazards:
surface fault rupture (disruption at the ground surface as a result of fault activity) and seismic
ground shaking.
Surface Fault Rupture
The risk of fault rupture in the project area is very low. No faults are mapped at or near the
project site, and the site is not in a Fault Rupture Hazard Zone, as defined by the State of
California. The nearest fault, the Deadman Fault of the Foothills Fault System, is approximately
9 miles to the east.
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Table 2.10-1. Preliminary Subsurface Conditions
General Project Area

Planned Structures in Area

General Soil and Rock Conditions

No new bridge structures are
planned in this area
Retaining walls along
eastbound I-80

Underlain by granitic rock that transitions to
andesitic volcanic deposits and alluvial deposits at
the west end. Very stiff/dense silt and sand
associated with weathered granitic rock and alluvial
deposits are anticipated. Isolated occurrence of
shallow, hard, granitic rock can occur. Moderately
hard sandstone and conglomerate associated with
andesitic volcanics are anticipated at the west end
of this area.

E80/N65 Connector
80/65 HOV Connector
S65/E80 Connector
T–Undercrossing at EB/WB 80
CD EB 80 On-Ramp – CD NB
65 On-Ramp

Transition area between engineered fill placed for
ramps and abutments, andesitic volcanics that
consist of moderately hard breccia and sandstone,
and alluvium that consists of medium dense to
dense sands, and hard silts and clays.

East End, I-80 between
South SR 65/East I-80
Connector and Rocklin
Road; Approximate PM 4.7
to 6.1



South Interchange Area, I80 between South SR
65/East I-80 Connector
Ramp and South SR
65/West I-80 Connector
Ramp; Approximate PM 4.1
to 4.7



Northwest End, SR 65
between 80/65 Connector
and northwest end of East
Roseville Viaduct;
Approximate PM R5.1 to
R5.4



East Roseville Viaduct
Widening

Underlain by alluvial deposits that typically consist
of dense sands and very stiff to hard silts and clays.
At the northwest end of this area (northwest side of
Antelope Creek), there is a transition to andesitic
volcanics that consist of moderately hard, breccia
and sandstone. Significant depth of engineered fill
is present at the south viaduct abutment.

West End, I-80 between
South SR 65/West I-80
Connector and Miners
Ravine; Approximate PM 2.9
to 4.1



S 65/W 80 Connector
80/65 HOV Connector
Taylor Road Overcrossing
(Replace)
Roseville Parkway Tieback
Wall
Eureka Road On-Ramp UC
Miners Ravine EB Off- Ramp
Widening
Miners Ravine Bridge

Underlain by alluvial deposits that typically consist
of medium dense to dense sands and very stiff to
hard silts and clays. At the east and west ends of
this area, andesitic volcanics that consist of breccia,
conglomerate, sandstone, and siltstone are present
at the surface and at relatively shallow depths
below alluvial deposits. Significant depths of
engineered fill are present at existing ramps and
abutments.

No new bridge structures are
planned in this area

Underlain by andesitic volcanic deposits.
Moderately hard breccia, sandstone and
conglomerate are anticipated very shallow depths.
The west end, near Douglas Blvd, transitions to
alluvial deposits expected to consist of medium
dense to dense sands and very stiff to hard silts
and clays.


















West End, I-80 between
Miners Ravine and Douglas
Blvd.; Approximate PM 1.9
to 2.9



Source: Blackburn Consulting 2014

Strong Ground Shaking
The peak ground acceleration at the project site is 0.21 acceleration of gravity (g). This is a
relatively low level of ground-shaking hazard for California. As a point of comparison,
probabilistic peak horizontal ground acceleration values for the San Francisco Bay Area range
from 0.4g to more than 0.8g.
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2.10.2.4 Secondary Seismic Hazards
Secondary seismic hazards refers to seismically induced landsliding, liquefaction, and related
types of ground failure. These hazards are addressed briefly below.
Slope Stability Hazards
For most of the project site, the potential for seismic slope instability, such as landslides and
mudslides, is very low. This assessment is based on the geologic conditions at the site and past
performance.
In the eastern portion of the I-80/SR 65 interchange, slope stability is an issue because weak
claystones may be present near the base of the Mehrten Formation. These claystones can affect
slope stability and design parameters for new structures.
Liquefaction
Liquefaction is the process in which soils and sediments lose shear strength and fail during
seismic ground shaking. The susceptibility of an area to liquefaction is determined largely by the
depth to groundwater and the properties (e.g., texture and density) of the soil and sediment
within and above the groundwater.
The potential for detrimental liquefaction at the project site is low. This assessment is based on
the soils present in the shallow subsurface where structures will be located. In these locations,
the soils are medium dense to very dense granular soils; very stiff to hard, cohesive soils; and/or
soft rock. These soils are not subject to liquefaction.
Seismic Settlement
Seismic settlement is the densification of granular soil above the water table caused by ground
shaking. This process results in lowering of the ground surface.
The potential for detrimental seismic settlement at the project site is low. This assessment is
based on the soil and rock types that occur in the shallow subsurface at the project site, which are
medium dense to dense soils and rock, and the relatively low ground motion projected for the
area.
2.10.2.5 Landslides
The risk of slope instability triggered by (nonseismic) factors, such as heavy precipitation, is low
except for the eastern portion of the I-80/SR 65 interchange area, where the possible occurrence
of claystone can affect slope stability. The native soils are expected to be stable at slopes of
2 horizontal:1 vertical (2H:1V) or flatter.
2.10.2.6 Erosion
The sedimentary rocks in the project area (i.e., the Mehrten, Riverbank, and Turlock Lake
Formations and the alluvial deposits in drainages) are susceptible to erosion when disrupted.
The volcanic and granitic rocks in the project area are not susceptible to erosion.
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2.10.2.7 Expansive Soil
Expansive soils have not yet been evaluated during the geotechnical investigation. However,
expansive soils could occur locally in the project area (Fischer pers. comm.).
2.10.3

Environmental Consequences

2.10.3.1 Build Alternatives
Seismic Hazards
The risk of strong seismic ground shaking in the project area is low. Compliance with the
appropriate building regulations would ensure that the viaduct, roads, walls, and other project
features are not damaged as a result of seismic activity. The project would comply with Caltrans’
SDC to ensure that earthquake design and construction measures are implemented.
The risk of secondary seismic hazards related to slope instability is low for most of the project
site but is uncertain for the eastern portion of the I-80/SR 65 interchange. In this area, slope
stability is an issue because weak claystones may be present. This area will be evaluated further
and addressed during final design. All structures would be designed using the Caltrans SDC to
meet the minimum seismic requirements for highway bridges designed in California.
The risk of secondary seismic hazards related to liquefaction and seismic settlement is low. In
addition, structures would be designed using the Caltrans’ SDC to meet the minimum seismic
requirements for highway bridges designed in California.
Landsliding
The risk of slope instability triggered by (nonseismic) factors, such as heavy precipitation, is low
except for the eastern portion of the I-80/SR 65 interchange area, where the possible occurrence
of claystone can affect slope stability. Native soils are expected to be stable at slopes of 2H:1V
or flatter. Cut-and-fill slopes in native soils and engineered fill would be designed to have slopes
no greater than 2H:1V, which is considered stable for the conditions at the project site.
Erosion
Ground-disturbing earthwork associated with construction at the project site may increase soil
erosion rates and/or loss of topsoil. Compliance with the erosion-related requirements applicable
to the project would ensure that the construction activities do not result in significant erosion.
These requirements are described in the Caltrans Construction Site Best Management Practices
(BMPs) Manual and the Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP) and Water Pollution
Control Program (WPCP) Preparation Manual.
Expansive Soil
Expansive soil, as defined in Table 18-1 of the Uniform Building Code (1994), can occur locally
within the project area; the potential impact on project structures will be evaluated during final
design. All construction and engineered fills will comply with Caltrans’ Standard Specifications,
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and all construction will compact the roadway subgrade in accordance with Caltrans’ Standard
Specifications.
2.10.3.2 No Build Alternative
There are no known seismic issues related to the existing viaduct, roads, or other structures. The
No Build Alternative would not result in adverse effects related to strong ground motion,
liquefaction, slope instability, or seismic settlement.
Because the No Build Alternative would not involve soil disturbance, soil erosion would not
increase.
2.10.4

Avoidance, Minimization, and/or Mitigation Measures

No measures are necessary.
2.10.5
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